MISA Imports
Proudly Presents:

TIERRA~NOBLE
— 7200 FEET —
Surrounded by the spectacular landscape of the
mountains of the Sierra del Tigre, La Estacada, one of the
highest distilleries in the world, is located at 7,200 feet.
In this Noble Land (Tierra Noble), nature’s finest resources and the passion of Tierra Noble’s Master Distiller,
Alberto Herrera, converge to create a Grand Cru Tequila
exclusive in the US to MISA Imports.

TIERRA~NOBLE
— THE MAGIC —
At this altitude, the low temperatures contribute to our
musts ferment slowly conserving the aromatic richness
of the agave.
After ten long days of waiting we achieved the famous
second fermentation, also called malolactic, characteristic of the best wines and spirits in the world, with
intense herbal and cooked agave notes, unique from
Tierra Noble.

TIERRA~NOBLE
— THE DISTILLERY —
La Destilería La Estacada is where the agaves end their
journey from Altos de Jalisco and Valles to begin a new
journey of transformation. The cool forests, clean air
and the unique pureness of its wellsprings, are bound up
in the small batch, craft spirit of Tierra Noble.

TIERRA~NOBLE
— THE CRAFT —
Years of experience led our Tequila Master to perfect
the subtle cuts of each of the two distillations of Tierra
Noble, made in small stills with high capitals and long
necks that allow through a slow distillation, modeling
and carving our best Tequilas.

TIERRA~NOBLE
— THE AGING —
Long-lived white oaks have given way to a new story
of maturity. Our barrels made of American oaks of 75
years old and 150 years old French oaks impart aroma
and softness to our tequilas that rest peacefully, breathing and enriching themselves through each stave with
a gentle aging thanks to the cold temperatures in our
maturation room and when running unceasingly of time.

TIERRA~NOBLE
TEQUILA BLANCO

TEQUILA REPOSADO

TEQUILA REPOSADO
‘CRISTALINO’

TEQUILA AÑEJO

TEQUILA EXTRA AÑEJO
‘EXQUISITO’

TIERRA~NOBLE
EYES

AGAVE MULTI REGION
DOUBLE FERMENTATION
THE MOST NOBLE OF ALL

Bright crystalline with silver iridescence; with
a high grip in the cup, showing great body.

The perfect manifestation of the 7,200
concept where agaves of the two main
producing regions converge; “Valley of
Tequila” with its aromatic complexity and
“Los Altos de Jalisco” that bring sweet and
floral notes, making this the most noble of all.

TEQUILA BLANCO

NOSE
Well defined; Strong presence of cooked Agave,
herbal, mint and citrus notes, with a slight flash
of anise.

PALATE
Soft and fresh of increasing intensity; notes of
raw agave, a long finish, rich and balanced.

TIERRA~NOBLE
EYES

AMERICAN OAK
SELECTION OF SOLERAS
THE PERFECT GOLDEN

Perfect golden, bright and vivid, straw nuances,
totally clean with a well-developed body.

The delicate balance of the agave notes with
the subtlety of the American oak, lead us to
discover in the careful selection of soleras a
gentle Tequila but with great presence that
culminates in the precious perfect golden of
Tierra Noble.

NOSE
Rich and complex; nice notes of wood,
dehydrated fruits, vanilla and a light touch of
chocolate.

PALATE
Notes of prunes, toasted almonds, vanilla and
light presence of dulce de leche.

TEQUILA REPOSADO

TIERRA~NOBLE
EYES
Intense amber color with shades of old gold,
perfectly clean with a strong grip to the cup,
resulting in a great body.

BARREL 2-3 YEARS
WOODEN ASSEMBLY
A GENTLEMAN

NOSE

The aging years give our Añejo an elegant
and refined personality that becomes a wide
bouquet of notes and tastes typical of the
careful assembly of American and French
white oak woods.

Rich and complex; nice notes of wood,
dehydrated fruits, vanilla and a light touch of
chocolate.

PALATE
Superbly structured; creamy balance, silky,
sweet and with subtle touches of dry fruit.

TEQUILA AÑEJO

TIERRA~NOBLE
EYES
Crystalline and translucent, with light golden
flashes. Perfectly clean and bright, great grip in
the glass forming tears and legs of great body.

BLEND OF THE MASTER DISTILLER
DISTILLED AFTER BARREL
EXTRAVAGANT

NOSE

The mixture of the most rare and peculiar
reposados is the whim of the master distiller
who gives life to Tierra Noble Cristalino, who
sublimates his attributes in a process of
distillation after his idyllic passage through
the barrel presence that culminates in the
precious perfect golden of Earth Noble.

Very pleasant and soft, with a range of aromas
ranging from fruit, sweet and citrus orange and
grapefruit with notes of cooked agave honey,
light vanilla and cocoa in a perfect balance of
wood without exaggerating its presence.

PALATE
Soft , balanced and fresh, with a light cocoa
flavor, fresh and sweet fruits, peach and red
fruits; of great persistence on the palate.

TEQUILA CRISTALINO

TIERRA~NOBLE
EYES
Intense dark amber color, clean and bright with
reddish sparkles, great grip in the glass forming
tears and legs of great body.

SELECTION OF THE FOUNDER
THE EMBLEM OF THE HOUSE
85 MONTHS

NOSE

The emblem of the house is born from the
tradition that our tequila teachers have
of selecting year after year from among
hundreds of Tierra Noble barrels only those
that have developed the most subtle and
elegant notes to celebrate the end of each
season. Over time the exquisite blend of
these extra-añejo aging up to 85 months
would become what is today the Selection of
the Founder.

Very pleasant and soft on the nose with fruity
and sweet aromas; notes of cooked agave
honeys, vanilla, prune, chocolate, toasted
almonds, apricot and tobacco in a perfect
balance with woody notes.

PALATE
Soft on the palate, balanced and complex, with
bitter chocolate flavors, nuts and red fruits, a
light to tobacco and spices; of great persistence
on the palate.

TEQUILA EXTRA AÑEJO

